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Abstract: Intelligent classification systems proved their merits in
different fields including cybersecurity. However, most cybercrime
issues are characterized of being dynamic and not static classification
problems where the set of discriminative features keep changing with
time. This indeed requires revising the cybercrime classification
system and pick a group of features that preserve or enhance its
performance. Not only this but also the system compactness is
regarded as an important factor to judge on the capability of any
classification system where cybercrime classification systems are not
an exception. The current research proposes an improved feature
selection algorithm that is inspired from the well-known multi-verse
optimizer (MVO) algorithm. Such an algorithm is then applied to 3
different cybercrime classification problems namely phishing
websites, spam, and denial of service attacks. MVO is a populationbased approach which stimulates a well-known theory in physics
namely multi-verse theory. MVO uses the black and white holes
principles for exploration, and wormholes principle for exploitation.
A roulette selection schema is used for scientifically modeling the
principles of white hole and black hole in exploration phase, which
bias to the good solutions, in this case the solutions will be moved
toward the best solution and probably to lose the diversity, other
solutions may contain important information but didn’t get chance to
be improved. Thus, this research will improve the exploration of the
MVO by introducing the adaptive neighborhood search operations in
updating the MVO solutions. The classification phase has been done
using a classifier to evaluate the results and to validate the selected
features. Empirical outcomes confirmed that the improved MVO
(IMVO) algorithm is capable to enhance the search capability of
MVO, and outperform other algorithm involved in comparison.
Keywords: Feature Selection, Classification, Multi-Verse
Optimizer (MVO) Algorithm, phishing, Spam, and Denial
of Service Attacks.

1. Introduction
Machine Learning based approaches have increasing growth
recently in many research areas [1-3], the dataset’s features
are fed into a machine learning to generate predictive model
to predict upcoming behaviors. Feature selection is a
fundamental preprocessing phase before building intelligen t
classifiers, it reduces the number of features in objective to
eliminate the features that misled the classification process
which affects the performance of the classifier, hence
selecting the most revealing features with a minimum
features number simultaneously with highest possible
accuracy are the objectives of feature selection. Several
feature selection methods are existing in literature [4], one

of these methods is wrapper methods. wrapper methods
iteratively pick subset of features to come up with the subset
which produces the highest prediction accuracy [5].
Optimization algorithms were used to pick a subset of
features in objective to maximizes the classification
accuracy. Some wrapper methods that based on natureinspired algorithms were proposed recently [6]. Natureinspired algorithms simulate the process observed in the
natural phenomena. optimizing the solution of a problem by
recruiting a collection of agents, simulating natural
phenomena. Nature-inspired approaches were extensively
used for optimization problems [7] including ant colonies, bird
flocks, and fish schools etc. Several researchers normally
resolve various optimization problems by making use of one
of these techniques including Genetic Algorithms [8],
Differential Evolution [9, 10], Particle Swarm Optimization
[8, 11], Firefly Algorithms [12], Cuckoo Search [13], MultiObjective Optimization [14], and others [15, 16]. The multiverse optimizer (MVO) is a new developmental technique
influenced by the notions of the white/black holes which is a
well-known multi-verse theory,. Ewees et al, [17] presents a
unique chaotic MVO algorithm (CMVO) to prevent the
drawbacks of the MVO, where the chaotic maps are employed
to enhance the effectiveness of MVO. The CMVO is utilized
to find a solution for the feature selection problem, where they
apply on five benchmark datasets to estimate the
accomplishment of CMVO algorithm. Faris et al, [18] propose
MVO for choosing the optimal features and improving the
parameters values. Where the MVO is used to control the key
parameters of SVM and discover the best possible group of
features for that [18]classification system. Hans and Kaur [19]
present the Multi-Verse Optimization that mimics the concept
of Multi-Verse in Physics and is similar to the collaboration
between the several universes. They proposed the binary
versions of MVO with two main objectives: firstly, to reduce
irrelevant and unsuitable attributes from the dataset and after
that to obtain better classification accuracies. The offered
binary variants apply the idea of transformation functions for
the mapping of a continuous variant of the MVO algorithm to
its binary variations [19]. Aljarah et al, [20] discuss the
theoretical basis, processes, and core strengths behind the
Multi-Verse Optimization algorithm. Furthermore, a
comprehensive literature review is carried out for discussing
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different versions of the MVO algorithm [20]. Machine
learning (ML) approaches are able to predict the threads,
security attacks automatically. In addition, ML showed to be
very effective in several cybersecurity problems including
Phishing website, spam emails and denial of service attacks
(DoS) [21]. Spam emails can be defined as sending annoying,
harmful, fraudulent, and misleading emails which are
typically sent randomly from an individual or from a
campaign that has no direct relationship with the recipient.
The Denial of Service (DoS) attack overwhelms network
system and cloud and online solutions by means of a
distributed group of malicious computer systems to do
damaging activities [22]. Such damaging activities are
typically intended to harm the Information Technology (IT)
infrastructure for an organization. On top of that, it can also
be intended to harm the IT infrastructure of various
governmental and public solutions that have been mainly
designed to enhance the individual’s way of life [21, 23].
Typically, DoS attempts might impact the availability and the
accessibility of the targeted internet-based solution due to
processing capability overload. On the other hand, Phishing
attacks have received additional focus amongst other
cybercrimes found in on the internet. The deceptive emails
that request individuals to go to a fraudulent webpage which
looks similar to the genuine webpage is considered the first
step for beginning the phishing attempts [24]. This in fact a
form of social engineering attempts where the users are
targeted for obtaining their private information including
usernames, passwords, and bank account credentials for
committing further financial crimes. All of these attacks are
regarded dynamic non-static classification problems due to
the continuous change in the set of discriminative features that
can be used for detecting such attacks [25-27]. Thus, this
article proposes an advanced version MVO a lgorithm for
feature selection to facilitate creating more robust classifiers.

2. Data Description
Three datasets were used in the experiments Phishing website
dataset is obtained from the UCI [28]. Such dataset includes
4898 phishing instances and 6157 legitimate ones. The dataset
includes 30 input features and one class variable. More
information about this dataset can be found in [29]. The spam
email dataset has also obtained from UCI repository and it
comprise 57 features and one class variable. The dataset
includes a total of 4601 instances where 2788 of them are
legitimate emails and the remaining 1813 instances were spam
emails. Yet, for the DoS attack, the well-known training
dataset namely UNSW-NB15 is used in our experiments [21].
Such a dataset includes 29,175 instances in which 15,601 of
them were normal traffic and the other 13,574 belong to DoS
attack. This dataset includes 41 features. The table 1 depicts
the description of these datasets [30].
Table 1: summary of the dataset’s description.
Dataset Name
Phishing Websites
Spam
KDD Denial of
Service attack

Instances
11055
4601
29,175

Attributes
30
57
41

Authors
*
*
*
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than one big bang is exist and each generate new universe.
MVO is a population-based algorithm that uses the concepts
of multi-verse theory’s i.e., black hole, hole wormhole and
white hole. Based on big bang theory, our universe generated
by the massive explosion. The scientists believed that more
than one big bang exists, and each generates a universe. In the
multi-verse theory, the multiple universes interact with each
other.
3.1. Original MVO
Multi-Verse Optimizer inspiration is based on three concepts
of multi-verse, i.e., black hole and a wormhole, white hole.
Scientists believed that the big bang is the white hole which is
the main element of generation new universe [32-35]. Black
holes have very high gravitational force behave, which works
inversely to white wholes. While Wormholes links the parts
of a universe. In the multi-verse theory, the wormhole works
as a tunnel allowing objects to travel between the parts of the
universe and between universes. The expansion of the
universe is caused by the inflation rate, and the Inflation speed
forms the suitability of life, as well as its forms the stars, black
holes, white holes, wormholes, plants etc. In the multi-verse
theory, that multiple universes interact and cooperate through
the white holes, the black holes, and the wormholes toward
reach the stability [36, 37] . The Interaction of the multiple
universes through the white holes, the black holes, and the
wormholes, is simulated to develop the MVO. MVO uses the
black and white holes principles for exploration, and
wormholes principle for exploitation [31]. In optimization
problem each solution represents one universe, the fitness
function value represents the inflation rate and the problem
variables are the objects of the universe. Consequently,
throughout the optimization process, the MVO follow
following steps [31].
1. The high inflation rate has higher probability to have
white whole, and lower probability to have black hole.
2. Universes that have high inflation rate are transferring
objects over white holes.
3. Universes that have low inflation rate are getting
objects over black holes.
4. The universes’ objects are randomly moving to the best
universe through wormholes.
Roulette wheel selection is performed in the original MVO
algorithm to construct the mathematical model of the white
holes, black holes and to modify the universes’ objects. At
each iteration of the MVO process, the universes(solutions)
are sorted based on the associated inflation rates (fitness
function value), and one is selected by the roulette wheel
selection method to have a white hole. The following n×d
matrix (U) represents the population with n universes
(solutions), and d is the number of objects in the universes
(problem variables).
𝑥 11 𝑥 21 ⋯ 𝑥1𝑑
1
2
𝑑
𝑈 = [ 𝑥2 𝑥2 ⋯ 𝑥2 ]
⋮

⋮

⋮

𝑥 1𝑛 𝑥 2𝑛 ⋯ 𝑥 𝑑𝑛
𝑗
The values of 𝑥 𝑖 are assigned initially based on equation 1.
𝑗

3. The Proposed algorithm
The physical theory named multi-verse theory inspires
researchers to develop the MVO algorithm for global
Optimization [31]. multi-verse theory considered that more

𝑥 𝑟1 < 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑓 (𝑈𝑖)
𝑗
𝑥 𝑖 = { 𝑘𝑗
𝑥 𝑖 𝑟1 ≥ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑓 (𝑈𝑖)

(1)

where r1 is a number generated randomly in [0, 1],
Normalizedf (Ui) is the fitness value (normalized inflation
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𝑗

rate) of the universe i, and 𝑥 𝑘 denotes the parameter j of the
universe k, which selected based on roulette wheel selection
method. The pseudocode of this process is represented in
Objects_Exchange phase figure 1 lines 14 to 19. The solutions
in population U are updated based on equation 2 [31]:
𝑥 + 𝑇𝐷𝑅 ∗ 𝑟4 𝑟3 < 0.5
{ 𝑗
𝑟3 < 𝑊𝐸𝑃
𝑗
𝑥 = { 𝑥𝑗 − 𝑇𝐷𝑅 ∗ 𝑟4 𝑟3 ≥ 0.5
(2)
𝑖

𝑗

𝑥 𝑅𝑊

𝑟2 ≥ 𝑊𝐸𝑃

Where x j is the element at position j of the best solution, three
random numbers r2, r3 and r4 are generated between 0 and 1,
𝑗
𝑥 𝑅𝑊 indicates the element at position j of the selected solution
by roulette wheel selection method. And the TDR and WEP
are calculated based on the adaptive equations 3 and 4.
max − 𝑚𝑖𝑛
)
𝑊𝐸𝑃 = min + 𝑙 (
(3)
TDR = 1 −

𝑙1/𝑝

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟

MaxIter1 /𝑝

(4)

Where 𝑙 is the current iteration, and MaxIter is the maximum
number of iterations, p is used to determine the depth of local
search (exploitation); when p is high then more local search
will be performed. The pseudocodes of this process
represented in Update phase figure 1 lines 14 to 19. The
pseudocode of MVO algorithm is represented in figure 1.
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𝑅

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝛼𝛾𝑟 (𝐷) + 𝛽 | |,
𝑁

(5)

Where the error rate denoted as 𝛾𝑟 (𝐷) , |R| represents size of
the selected subset, and |N| denots the number of all features,
additionally, α ∈ [0, 1] and β= (1 –α) represents the
significance of error rate and the subset size [39]. Due to the
nature of the solution in feature selection problem, in the
Update_phase phase figure 1 have been modified to be suited
to the feature selection problem. As it can be observed from
the Update_phase figure 1, at each iteration all solutions in the
population are updated with respect to the best solution to
ensure the exploitation capability of the algorithm, but after a
number of iterations the exploration of the search space will
be lost and needs to be recovered, thus the lines at 24 and 28
are replaced by the pseudocode shown in figure 2. Two
neighborhood operators (NBs) are proposed as follow:
NB1: Choose one random element from the current
solution and replace it by a random binary value, which
can be 0 or 1.
NB2: Choose one random element from the current
solution and XOR the element with 1.
The function (NBS (rand) from figure 2) is used to select at
random NB to be applied, to ensure the diversity of solutions.
The value of TDR is decreased by increasing the number of
iterations, so a random number (i.e.r4) is compared with TDR,
which at the beginning of the iterations more probability is
given to the exploration and by increasing the iterations
number the probability will be increased.

Figure 2: Pseudocode of the updating procedure.

4. Experimental Results
Figure 1: pseudocode for the MVO [31].
3.2. MVO for Feature Selection
The solution in feature selection problem is represented by an
array of (zeros and ones) of size n, where n is the number of
all features in the dataset. the values of 0 mean the features at
these locations are unselected features and the values of 1
mean the features at these locations are selected features.
therefore, a version of the MVO algorithm must be adapted to
be suited to the feature selection problem . The objectives of
features selection might be treated as one of multi-objective
optimization problems with that has 2 objectives; to minimize
the amount of selected attributes and to maximizing the
prediction accuracy. To deal with the multi-objective a fitness
function is used with classifier k-nearest neighbors’ algorithm
[38] (KNN) to find the number of selected features and the
error rate. Equation 5 shows the fitness function that applied
in this paper [37].

4.1. Parameter settings
For the classifiers Parameters, the only classifier needs
parameter is the KNN classifier, where the K is set to be five
[39]. K_folds_cross_validation is used for generating the
accuracy, where the K–1 employed for training and validation
and the remaining for testing [40, 41]. The parameters were as
follows: the maximum iterations= 100 and the number of
solutions in the population is 10. The number of runs is 5 for
each algorithm in this paper. We used an Intel Core i5 PC- 2.3
GHz CPU, 8 GB RAM to perform our experiments.
4.2. Results Comparisons and Discussions
The objectives in feature selection problem are to minimize
the number of selected features and to maximizing the
prediction accuracy. In addition, the objective function
(fitness) is to be minimize (equation 5). The results for MVO
and the improved version of MVO are listed in table 2.
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Table 2: Results comparison between MVO and IMVO for
all datasets.
DoS

MVO

IMVO

MVO

IMVO

MVO

IMVO

avg

92.10

94.67

96.85

97.13

99.42

99.45

best

93.22

94.84

97.50

98.15

99.47

99.59

std

0.01

0.00

0.005

0.007

0.001

0.001

avg

17.40

22.40

28.60

29.60

20.33

20.00

best

12

20

23

23

19

19

std

0.351

0.182

0.328

0.513

0.115

0.173

avg

0.075

0.060

0.03

0.02

0.0081

best

0.070

0.057

0.03

0.01

std

0.003

0.002

0.004

0.002

0.009
3
0.008
5
0.000
8

0.0005

Table 3: Performance of IMVO PSO, MFO and WOA in
Phishing Website Dataset.

Accuracy

Selected Features

Objective Function

Table 4: Performance of MVO PSO, MFO and WOA on
Spam Dataset.

0.0076

Table 2 shows the comparisons of the best, average and
standard deviation of classification accuracies, number of
selected features and objective function performed by MVO
and other approaches (PSO, MFO and WOA). As it can be
seen from the table the Improved version of MVO results
outperform the MVO in term of accuracy and objective
function. As the IMVO is superior from the comparison in
table 2, so IMVO is selected to be compared with other
approaches using same datasets and same sittings, tables 3, 4
and 5. The algorithms used in the comparisons are selected
because they perform well recently using different datasets;
which are the particle swarm optimization (PSO) [8, 42], the
Moth Optimization algorithm (MFO) [43, 44], and the whale
optimization algorithm (WOA) [45, 46, 47, 48].

Method

Figure 3: Box and Whisker plot for Phishing Website
Dataset.

IMVO

PSO

MFO

WOA

avg

94.67

92.67

94.43

94.35

best

94.84

93.85

94.66

94.57

std

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

avg

22.40

22.80

24.20

25.20

best

20

20

22

23

std

0.182

0.295

0.164

0.164

avg

0.060

0.059

0.058

0.059

best

0.057

0.058

0.057

0.058

std

0.002

0.001

0.001

0.001

The results shown in table 3 confirm that the IMVO
outperforms other algorithm in term of accuracy, the selected
features and the best objective function for the phishing
website dataset. In addition to demonstrate the results based
on the box and whisker plot, figure 3 show that small
difference between the lower and upper quartile, and also the
minimum and maximum values, the median is represented by
the horizontal line inside the box.

Method
Accuracy

Spam

selected
features

Objective
Function

selected
features

Accuracy

Method

Phishing
Website
Dataset

Objective
Function

Dataset

IMVO

PSO

MFO

WOA

avg

97.13

96.33

97.02

97.20

best

98.15

96.74

97.61

97.39

std

0.007

0.004

0.004

0.002

avg

29.60

39.20

35.20

27.00

best

23

36

32

23

std

0.541

0.216

0.204

0.255

avg

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

best

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

std

0.002

0.001

0.002

0.001

When the comparison between the algorithms has been done
based on the Spam Dataset as in table 4, the IMVO get best
results in terms of accuracy, selected feature, and objective
function, comparing with the WOA which achieve good
average results in term of accuracy and selected feature but in
term of the objective function all the algorithm get same
average results.

Figure 4: box and Whisker plot for Spam Dataset.
When the comparison done by the box and whisker plot in
term of accuracy as figure 4, the IMVO show large difference
between the maximum and minimum values, upper and lower
quartile comparing with other algorithm, nonetheless it
obtains the best value where it was 98.15.
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Table 5: Performance of MVO PSO, MFO and WOA on
DOC Dataset.
Method
Accuracy

selected features

Objective Function

avg
best
std
avg
best
std
avg
best
std

IMVO

PSO

MFO

WOA

99.45
99.59
0.001
20.00
19
0.173
0.0081
0.0076
0.0005

99.37
99.47
0.001
26.67
26
0.58
0.0084
0.0079
0.0005

99.45
99.59
0.002
25.00
24
0.173
0.0089
0.0087
0.0002

99.31
99.45
0.001
21.67
19
0.379
0.0083
0.0081
0.0003

Table 5 present the results based on the DOC dataset, where
the IMVO achieve the best results and good average in the
accuracy, selected features ad objective function terms. The
MFO algorithm also get same results comparing with IMVO
in term of accuracy.

Figure 5: box and Whisker plot for DOC Dataset
Figure 5 illustrate the box and Whisker plot for DOC Dataset
in term of the classified accuracy where the IMVO has
medium difference between the maximum and minimum
values, upper and lower quartile and the median in the middle
of whisker box, but still it achieve the best maximum value.
To conclude the results obtained from all the presented
algorithms in terms of classification accuracy, figures 6, 7 and
8 are plotted for the Phishing Website Dataset, Spam Dataset
and DOC Dataset, respectively. It is obvious that the
performance of the IMVO is comparable comparing with
PSO, MVO, MFO and WOA, in terms of accuracy and object
function, where Figure 6.A and Figure 6.B show the accuracy
and the objective function of the algorithms and its clear the
MFO in the second place followed by WOA and PSO in term
of accuracy, respectively, and with respect to the object
function, all algorithms almost same after the IMVO where it
obtain the best result with large difference in spam dataset.

Figure 6.A: plotting the classification accuracy and the
objective function for all Dataset.

Figure 6.B: plotting the classification accuracy and the
objective function for all Dataset.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
Classification algorithms are able to generate models from
the data, which showed to be very valuable in many fields.
Feature selection process aims to reduces the number of
features in the data, to eliminate the features that affects the
performance of the classification method. So, we proposed
an improved version of multi-verse optimizer (MVO)
algorithm for feature selection problem, in MVO all
solutions in the population are updated with respect to the
best solution to ensure the exploitation capability of the
algorithm, but after a number of iterations the exploration
needs to be maintain. In the IMVO one random
neighborhood operator from the two proposed neighborhood
operators is applied to maintain the diversity of solutions.
More probability for the neighborhood operator is given to
when the number of iterations increased. Experimental
results show that IMVO is able to maintain the diversity of
MVO, which leads to improve the search capability in MVO
algorithm. Based on the results of IMVO it can be
outperformed the MVO and other competitive algorithms.
Appling the proposed algorithm on more complex datasets is
the subject to our future work.
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